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The Masterwork Practice Performance Level is the highest level of piano
playing achievable by late intermediate students. It is a challenging level
that requires students to have a strong technical foundation and a deep
understanding of music theory. Students who achieve this level are able to
perform complex pieces with accuracy, expression, and style.

Requirements

To achieve the Masterwork Practice Performance Level, students must
meet the following requirements:

Be able to play all major and minor scales and arpeggios in two
octaves

Be able to sight-read simple pieces at a moderate tempo

Have a strong understanding of music theory, including rhythm,
harmony, and form
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Be able to practice independently for at least 30 minutes each day

Have a teacher who can provide guidance and support

Repertoire

The repertoire for the Masterwork Practice Performance Level is
challenging and varied. Students are expected to perform pieces from a
variety of genres, including classical, romantic, and contemporary. The
repertoire should include:

At least one movement from a major piano concerto

At least one sonata by a major composer

At least one etude by a major composer

At least one piece from the 20th or 21st century

Assessment Criteria

Students are assessed on their performance of the following criteria:

Technical accuracy

Musical expression

Stylistic interpretation

Stage presence

Students who achieve the Masterwork Practice Performance Level are
eligible to participate in advanced piano competitions and festivals. They
are also well-prepared for further study in music at the college or
conservatory level.



The Masterwork Practice Performance Level is a challenging but rewarding
goal for late intermediate piano students. By meeting the requirements,
learning the repertoire, and practicing consistently, students can achieve
this high level of piano playing.

If you are a late intermediate piano student who is interested in achieving
the Masterwork Practice Performance Level, I encourage you to talk to your
teacher and start practicing today!
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